
Wangari Maathai Quiz

1. How was the fight for Kenyan independence
similar to the American Revolution?

a. It was fought by indigenous people
b. It occurred in the 18th century
c. It was a revolt against British rule
d. It led to a dictatorship

2. Which statement best describes the situation in
Kenya when Wangari Maathai first returned from
the United States?

a. British settlers still controlled much of the farmland
b. Farms were producing record levels of crops
c. The economy was shifting from agriculture to
industry
d. Poor soil conditions had made farming difficult

3. What makes Wangari Maathai's approach to
Kenya's economic problems such an effective
long-term solution?

a. It takes decades to replenish nutrients in soil
b. Trees provide numerous benefits over their life-
spans
c. Fruit trees grow faster than other types of plants
d. Focusing on agriculture leads to a stronger
economy

4. Which of the following is an opinion about the
Green Belt Movement?

a. It promoted the planting of trees
b. It emphasized active roles for women
c. It had had a massive impact on Kenyan politics
d. It shut down after Wangari Maathai's death

5. Which of the following best supports the claim
that Daniel arap Moi viewed Wangari Maathai as a
threat?

a. He targeted her for assassination
b. He decided not to run for re-election
c. He belittled her for being a woman
d. He made plans to build more skyscrapers

6. Place the following events from Wangari
Maathai's life in order: A) Starts the Green Belt
Movement; B) Wins the Nobel Peace Prize; C)
Elected to parliament; D) Studies biology in
America

a. A, B, C, D
b. C, D, A, B
c. D, C, B, A
d. D, A, C, B

7. A conservationist writing about coral reefs
would most likely hope to:

a. Discuss how they can be used to create new
medicines
b. Draw attention to how human activity is destroying
them
c. Transport them all to aquariums to keep them safe
d. Determine which one makes for the best scuba
diving

8. What can you infer about Wangari Maathai's
approach to political change from her opposition
to Daniel arap Moi?

a. She believed in nonviolent protest
b. She thought local militias should intervene
c. The destruction of public property was an effective
strategy
d. Remaining anonymous was vital

9. What conclusion can you draw from the results
of the 2002 election in Kenya?

a. Wangari Maathai was an expert at running political
campaigns
b. Conservation was the single most important issue of
the election
c. Women voted in greater numbers than ever before
d. Wangari Maathai was extraordinarily popular among
Kenyans

10. Wangari Maathai is recognized as a global
ambassador for women’s rights and resource
conservation. This means:

a. She held a position at the United Nations
b. She assisted Kenya in signing treaties with other
countries
c. She is seen as a symbol for equality and
environmentalism
d. She headed up Kenya’s environmental protection
agency
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